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STUDIES OF ENERGETIC ION CONFINEMENT
DURING FISHBONE EVENTS IN PDX
J.D. STRACHAN, B. GREK, W. HEIDBRINK, D. JOHNSON,
S.M. KAYE, H.W. KUGEL, B. Le BLANC, K. McGUIRE
Plasma Physics Laboratory,
Princeton University,
Princeton, New Jersey,
United States of America

ABSTRACT. The 2.5 MeV neutron emission from the beam-target d(d, n)3He fusion reaction has been
examined for all PDX deuterium plasmas which were heated by deuterium neutral beams. The magnitude of the
emission was found to scale classically and to increase with T*n as expected when electron drag is the primary
energy degradation mechanism. The time evolution of the neutron emission through fishbone events was
measured and used to determine the confinement properties of the energetic beam ions. Many of the experimental
results are predicted by the Mode Particle Pumping Theory.

1. INTRODUCTION
High-beta operation on PDX exhibited a new
instability called the fishbone instability [1,2]. This
instability was thought to be a large n = 1, m = 1 internal
kink mode which also excited n = 1, m = 2, 3, 4 MHD
modes because of the plasma outward shift at large
poloidal beta. These MHD modes were correlated with
a loss of energetic injected beam ions. In its most
violent form, the fishbone instability could significantly
reduce the flow of beam power to the plasma. The
fishbone instability has been identified as one cause of
beta saturation on PDX [ 1 ].
In this paper, the influence of the fishbone events on
energetic ion confinement is inferred from neutron
measurements on PDX. Previous PDX reports using the
d(d, n) 3 He reaction were limited to deuterium neutralbeam injection into hydrogen plasmas (D° -> H+) [1,2].
A major uncertainty in the interpretation of neutron
data from these plasmas is that the relative concentration of hydrogen and deuterium in the plasma is
not well known, making it difficult to evaluate the
relative importance of beam/beam and beam/target
reactions. Further, the relative importance of beam/
beam reactions is higher during D° -+ H+ injection. In
this paper, we examine all the available PDX data during
D° -*• D+ injection. The major aim is to provide quantitative values of the energetic ion confinement time
during fishbone events and to relate this confinement
to other plasma parameters. The average and instantaneous confinement of the energetic beams ions can
NUCLEAR FUSION, Vol.25, No.8 (1985)

be described by the time evolution of the 2.5 MeV neutron emission from the beam/target d(d, n)3He reactions.
We find that the instantaneous energetic ion loss rate
is proportional to the magnitude of the MHD oscillation
(BQ/BQ), as is predicted by the Mode Particle Pumping
Theory of White et al. [3]. Also, the average energetic
ion confinement decreases when the product of
toroidal beta and safety factor, 0q, increases, which is
in qualitative agreement with the expectations of
pressure-driven kink models [1].

2. EXPERIMENT
2.1. Neutron diagnostics
The measurements reported here were made using
the 2.5 MeV neutron emission from the d(d, n) 3 He
fusion reaction. These detector systems have been
described previously [4] and their operation will only
be briefly summarized here.
(a) The slow time evolution and the absolute magnitude
of the 2.5 MeV neutron emission were detected by
an array of moderated neutron detectors with
10 ms time resolution [4]. The absolute calibration
was achieved using indium activation foils [5]
placed on the PDX vessel. The accuracy of the
measurement of the absolute emission level is
probably about a factor of 1.5, including both
systematic calibration uncertainties and counting
statistics.
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(b) High-frequency oscillations of the 2.5 MeV neutron
emission were detected with an array of plastic
NE102A and NE451 ZnS scintillators placed close
to the vacuum vessel and connected by light pipes
to photomultipliers [4]. The intrinsic detector
frequency response is of the order of 1 MHz. In
practice, the frequency response is limited by
counting statistics to about 100 kHz resolution of
a few per cent neutron oscillations at emission
levels of 10 1 4 s - 1 . In order to detect any possible
contamination of the scintillator signal by hard
X-rays, a Nal detector was used to measure hard
X-rays produced by runaway electrons leaving the
plasma. It was found that bursts of hard X-rays
occurred during the H a spikes of the edge relaxation phenomena [6] but not during fishbones
(except when H a spikes occurred simultaneously
with the fishbones).
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2.2. Interpretation
For the PDX plasmas with D° -» D+ neutral-beam
injection, the beam/target fusion reactions typically
make up more than 75% of the total emission. The
beam/beam reactions make up the remaining emission
and the thermonuclear rates are unimportant (see
Section 3.1). Insofar as the fusion emission can be
described by beam-induced reactions, there are
particularly simple relationships which relate the fusion
emission to the confinement of energetic injected ions.
For example, the rate of decay of the d(d, n) 3 He
reaction during the fishbone yields the instantaneous
confinement time, T B , of the most energetic of the
injected ions.
For beam/target fusion reactions, the reaction rate,
I n , is approximately the product of the target deuterium
density, n, the number of energetic ions, N, and the
fusion reactivity av evaluated at the energetic ion
energy W [4].
I n = nN(av)l w

(1)

The quantity N represents the cross-section-weighted
energetic ion number
N = //f b (r,v)ovdvdr/(av)|

FIG. 1. Time evolution of (a) the 2.5 Me V neutron emission
and (b) the Mirnov signal through a fishbone instability having
only a nominally 20 kHz oscillation.

The energetic ion population changes in time owing
to the injection of additional beam ions at a source rate,
S, and owing to the loss of energetic ions through thermalization or transport. It is convenient to consider
separately the loss rate in the absence of fishbones, r" 1 ,
which is classically due to electron drag, and the losses
during fishbones, which we characterize by a timevarying confinement time,r B (t). The rate of change of
the energetic ion population, N, is
N = S - N/r n - N/r B (t)

(2)

w

where fb is the beam distribution function and the
integral is over the plasma volume. The dominant
contribution to N is from the portion of velocity space
that is close to the full-energy component of the neutralbeam-injection energy and pitch angle.
864
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We can solve Eqs (1) and (2) to determine the evolution of the instantaneous confinement time r B (t) as

- In(O

(3)
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where t 0 is a time before the onset of the fishbone
instability such that I n (t 0 ) = I n (t) and rfi > r n , so that
Eq. (2) becomes

fb

(5)

This average confinement time is approximately the
inverse of the energetic ion loss rate ^ L oss — ^/<rB>
defined in Ref. [ 1 ]. It should be noted that r B and
This means that using Eq. (3), one can determine the
<TB> are loss times of energetic ions from the energy
confinement time of the energetic (cross-section-weighted) range of WB, the beam injection voltage (about 50 kV),
beam ions by simply measuring the decay rate of the
to about 20 keV below WB. More than 90% of the
neutron emission during the fishbone, the neutron intenbeam-induced fusion reactions come from this energy
sity, and the buildup rate of the neutron emission in
range because of the energy dependence of the fusion
the absence of the fishbone but at the same neutron
cross-section. The loss times T B and <TB> may be either
intensity (see Fig. 1). The only approximations are that
a particle loss from the plasma (to the walls), or an
the loss rate, r" 1 , the beam injection voltage, W, the
energy loss of ions confined in the plasma, or a combisource rate, S, and the deuterium target density, n, do
nation of these two processes. In this paper, we tend
not change between t 0 and t. Since the loss rate in the
to interpret the measured T B and <rfi> values as conabsence of fishbones is dominated by electron drag,
finement times, since at least some energetic ions are
these are all reasonable approximations.
lost from the entire plasma [8,9]. However, we know
The contribution of the beam/beam reactions to the
that some ions gain considerable energy [1,2] and that
total neutron emission is typically about 0.25 (see
some ion cyclotron emission is also observed during the
Section 3.1). If we consider a neutron emission
fishbones [9], so one might expect that many ions also
composed of both beam/beam and beam/target emissions, lose considerable energy without necessarily being lost.
then Eq. (1) becomes
Without quantitative measurements of fluxes of ions
leaving the plasma, we can only note the above ambiI
(la)
guity in interpretation.

N(to) = S(t)-N(t)/rn(t)

(4)

BT

where I B T « N and approximately I BB « N 2 . The
beam/beam reactions are only approximately proportional to N2 since the relative velocity is higher and the
slope of the cross-section is flatter so that lower-energy
ions are relatively more important. If we define e as the
ratio of beam/beam reactions to beam/target reactions,
e = IBB/IUT, t ^ i e n ^ e derivation proceeds as before,
with a slightly different derived energetic ion confinement time, T |

r

r

B ~ B

1 +2e
1 +e

(3a)

3. RESULTS
The data here represent all the available PDX neutron
data during D° -*• D+ neutral beam operation
(B 0 = 1 0 - 2 2 kG, I 0 = 150 — 500 kA, Pfi = 1 - 5 MW,
a ~ 0.4 m, R ~ 1.4 m).
3.1. Absolute neutron emission levels
Experimentally, the dominant scaling of the neutron
emission, I n , is
'1.63 ± 0.07 D 0.99 ± 0.07 „ 0.19 ± 0.05

where r B remains defined by Eq. (3). This means that
if all reactions were beam/beam rather than beam/target,
we would be underestimating the energetic-ion confinement time by a factor of two by using Eq. (3). For
the PDX plasmas, e is in the range of 0.2 -*• 0.5, at the
highest beam power levels, indicating that the use of
Eq. (3) can underestimate the energetic ion confinement
time by at most 20-30%.
One can also define an average energetic ion confinement time <TB> from the magnitude of the reaction drop
at each fishbone, AI n /I n (Fig. 1), and the period between
fishbone events, P ^ ,
NUCLEAR FUSION, Vol.25, No.8 (1985)

B

n;

(6)

for constant WB = 45 ± 2 kV
where T e is the central electron temperature, P B is the
applied beam power, n is the volume-averaged density,
and WB is the average beam voltage. A good fit is also
attained (Fig.2) with
IaT| / 2 P B n 1 / 2 W B

(7)

and the scaling holds over about two orders of magnitude
in neutron emission.
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(owing to a probable decrease in Z eff ), which might
also contribute to the density dependence of Fig.4.
For a reduced set of the available PDX data, TRANSP
runs [10] have also been made which predict the absolute neutron emission and which calculate the
beam/target, beam/beam and thermonuclear neutron
• PB<I.5 MW
o I.8MW<PB<2.2MW
* Pq>3MW
10

I06

I07
3/

n ''2 Te 2 P B w|(keV

3/

I08
z

ls

s l/

2-kWkV (IO cm" ) 2 )

FIG.2. Neutron emission from PDX D° -*• D* beam-heated
plasmas scaled against nlen t^2 PR W|. The beam power, PB> is
the power incident upon the plasma and is greater than that
absorbed by the plasma.
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If a confined beam ion slows down owing to electron
drag, then, because of the strong dependence of the
fusion reaction cross-section oh energy, a typical beam ion
has an appreciable probability of undergoing a fusion
reaction for a time r_ ~ r c / 3 , where r_ is the crosssection-weighted slowing-down time, and TS is the total
slowing-down duration. If most of the injected beam
ions are confined for a time long compared to the
slowing-down time (r n <^ <rB>), then the number of
energetic beam ions in the hot plasma core is approximately [4]
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FIG.3. Neutron emission, In, from PDX D° -*• D* beam-heated
plasmas scaled against T at constant beam voltage and beam
power. The dependence of T*a is expected from classical
electron drag. The solid line is a least-squares fit to the data.

(8)
where £ is the fraction of the injected beam ions captured
in the central plasma regions, and N B is the injection
rate of the full-energy component of the beam ions.
For electron drag, T_ °C T\n /n o , and for Z = 1 deuterium
II

C

C

plasmas, one expects

I.

(9)

Interestingly, the scaling of the neutron emission with
the electron drag ( T ^ ) is the single strongest scaling
observed in the data (Fig.3). The observed density
dependence (Eq.(6)) (Fig.4(a)) is possibly due to the
penetration factor, £, which is a profile effect and is
probably due to shine-through (reducing the absorbed
power), and to some contribution from increased
beam-ion charge-exchange losses at the lower densities.
The density scaling can also be expressed as a neutral
mean-free path, £, scaling (Fig.4(b)). It is also likely
that the ratio n d /n e increases with electron density

866

FIG.4. Neutron emission normalized to the electron temperature
and beam power, I /T3/2 PB, scaled with (a) the volume-averaged
electron density, (ng), and (b) the neutral mean-free path for a
beam neutral i/a. The data are restricted to constant beam
voltage (42.5 keV<WB<46
kV).
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FIG.5. Experimental neutron emission compared to the.
TRANSP calculation of the beam/target plus beam/beam neutron
emissions. The calculations use the experimental electron
temperature and electron density profiles to calculate the classical
deposition and slowing-down of the beam ions.

- a double-frequency event, with Bg/Bg oscillating
both in the frequency range of 10-20 kHz and in a
frequency range approximately 4 - 6 times higher;
- a sawtooth event, with B^/Bg oscillating in the
range of 4 - 1 0 kHz.
Sawtooth events with B^ /BQ oscillating at higher
frequencies (such as are mentioned in Ref. [2]) were
not observed in the present data set.
Observations from each of these events will be described separately. In previous PDX publications, fishbones were considered to be only those events where
an oscillation of 10—20 kHz is observed. Here we
examined all events where the MHD signal is coupled
to the plasma edge so that an oscillating signal is seen
on the Mirnov coils [7]. Often, an energetic ion loss is
inferred from the neutron emission for these events.
3.2.1. Single-frequency fishbones

If we examine the time evolution of a 20 kHz fishbone event (Fig.l) then we see that Bg/Bg grows and
falls exponentially (Fig.6). The neutron emission rises
before the fishbone, while the magnetic oscillation at
emission levels. The agreement between TRANSP and
the edge of the plasma is small. The neutron signal
the experimental values (Fig.5) is good. TRANSP
begins decaying when the amplitude of the magnetic
calculates that the beam/target reactions are about 75%
oscillation is near its maximum and, as it decays, it also
of the total emission, with the remainder due to beam/
exhibits the approximately 20 kHz internal fishbone
beam reactions.
oscillations with an amplitude Tn/ln ~ 5%. During the
Essentially, the dominant empirical scaling of the
fishbone event in Fig. 1, the frequency of the magnetic
neutron emission magnitude during D° -*• D+ corresponds oscillation decayed (Fig.6) from 22 kHz to approxito that expected for classical behaviour of beam/target
mately 11 kHz. The instantaneous confinement time
fusion reactions. Apparently, the fishbone instability
of the energetic beam ions as determined from the decay
does not have a strong effect on the magnitude of the
rate of the neutron emission, using Eq. (3), falls expoemission. This is expected if <TB> > r n . However, at
nentially (Fig.6) to about 1 ms and rises as the magnetic
any one condition, there is still a large amount of
oscillation decreases. The influence of the 20 kHz
scatter which could hide significant (about 50%) reducneutron oscillation was ignored in deducing the neutron
tions in the neutron emission owing to the fishbone
decay rate.
activity. It should be stressed again that we are
A strong correlation (Fig.7) exists between the instandiscussing here the neutron emission values averaged
taneous confinement time, r fi (obtained using Eq.(3))
over 10 ms periods and not the obvious 30% drops in
and the magnitude of the magnetic oscillation through
the neutron emission observed for short times at the
the fishbone event of Fig. 1
fishbone instability (e.g. Fig.l).
-0.83 ± 0.02

3.2. Instantaneous confinement times, rfi
Energetic ion losses were observed with four types
of events:
- the classic fishbone, with Bg /Be oscillating only in
the range 1 0 - 2 0 kHz [2];
— a high-frequency event, with Bg/Bg oscillating only
in the range of 5 0 - 1 0 0 kHz;
NUCLEAR FUSION, Vol.25, No.8 (1985)

(10)
J

0

A data base was formed of all available D° -+ D+
fishbone events and the peak Bg /BQ was recorded as
well as the magnetic oscillation frequency (at the peak
neutron decay, before the neutron decay and after the
neutron decay) and the neutron decay rate at the peak
Bg /BQ . Figure 8 is a plot of the range of B 0 /BQ values
867
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FIG.9. Minimum energetic ion confinement time, T_, as a
function of the peak magnetic perturbation amplitude, §0/B.,
for the single-frequency fishbone events. The hatched region
represents the relation from Fig. 7 which describes the evolution
through a single fishbone.

FIG. 6. Time evolution of (a) the fishbone frequency, F;
(b) the magnetic oscillation amplitude, £.//?„; and (c) the
deduced instantaneous energetic ion confinement time, TB, for
the fishbone in Fig.l.

f
10'
10'

IO"

10''
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FIG. 7. Scaling of the energetic ion confinement time, T_, with
the magnetic oscillation amplitude, B,/B., through the timeevolving fishbone event shown in Figs 1 and 6.
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FIG. 10. Fraction of energetic ions lost in the fishbone
(tdJIJ as a function of the amplitude of the neutron oscillation
at the fishbone frequency, 7 /In, for the single-frequency fishbone events. The line is a least-squares fit to the data.
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and the fishbone frequency, F, at the peak neutron
decay, for the single-frequency fishbone events. The
solid points are events which did not have an observable
(0.2%) drop in neutron emission associated with the
magnetic oscillation. Evidently, there is an approximate
threshold for observable loss of energetic ions of

Examining all the events indicates that (Fig.9)
6
rrB
n - 7 . 1 X 10" ( —

-1.36 ±0.07
(11)

Figure 9 differs from Fig.7 in that it represents the peak
loss rates from many fishbone events, whereas Fig.7
represents the time evolution through a single event.
Evidently, the losses at low B^/B^ values are more
severe when they are associated with a larger event. The
magnitude of the neutron drop (AI n /I n ), which is
roughly the fraction of energetic beam ions lost during
the fishbone event, is correlated with the minimum
instantaneous ion confinement time, r B , indicating that
the loss duration is about constant. Also, AI n /I n is
correlated with the magnitude of the neutron oscillation
at the fishbone frequency (Xjln) (Fig. 10).
The amount by which the frequency decreased during
the fishbone (AF is the difference between the initial
frequency before the neutron decay and the final
frequency after the neutron decay has ended) depends
on the initial frequency, Fi5 and the eventual maximum
size of the magnetic oscillation (Fig. 11), scaling as

information we obtained is consistent with the interpretation that the neutron-emitting region inside the
plasma has the same n = 1, m = 1 structure as exhibited
by the central soft-X-ray emission, implying that the
neutron fluctuation, T^, arises primarily from the movement towards and away from the detector of the
neutron-emitting region of the plasma. When the
expression for neutron emission from a toroidal line
source [6] is used, it is indicated that the magnitude of
the neutron fluctuation, T^, is linearly related to the
radial extent of the plasma motion (Fig. 12), with a 5%
neutron oscillation corresponding to a plasma motion
of about 7 cm. Measurement of the motion of the
soft-X-ray hot spot indicates that the magnitude of the

FIG.11. Best fit for the change in fishbone frequency (AF) (from
the time before the neutrons began to decay until after they had
finished decaying), showing a dependence of about Ff(§e/Bd)m
(F. is the initial frequency).

(12)
Since the 8^ /BQ values cover such a wide range of values,
both Fj and B^ /BQ are about equally important in the
variation of AF in Eq. (12). Since there is a threshold in
Bfl/Bfl before there is a significant (measurable) loss of
energetic ions (Fig.8), this means that there is a noticeable decrease in the frequency, even if there is no observable loss of energetic ions.
Scintillators placed poloidally and toroidally around
the PDX plasma allowed the structure of the neutron
oscillation at the internal fishbone frequency to be
determined. These uncollimated detectors viewed only
a small portion of the plasma immediately in front of
the detector. The toroidal resolving angle (half-width
of detector sensitivity) is about 45° [11]. The phase
NUCLEAR FUSION, Vol.25, No.8 (1985)

0.05-

-0.05 -

10

FIG.12. Calculated neutron fluctuation amplitude, Tn /In, versus
in-out movement, A, of the neutron-emitting plasma. The points
are calculated and the line is a fit to the points.
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C.I

'" A

180°)

neutron fluctuation (Fig. 13) can be explained by the
magnitude of the central plasma in-out motion. The
phase is such that the neutron fluctuation has a peak
when the hot spot of the X-rays is shifted outwards
(i.e. the hot region of the plasma is closest to the neutron
detector). Evidently, the energetic ion population, the
deuterium target density or both sets of ions form the
same spatial structure as the MHD mode.
Some toroidal phase information was obtained by
comparing the signal of two scintillators displaced
toroidally by 180° but mounted at the same poloidal
position (horizontal midplane). The signals were out of
phase (Fig. 14), indicating that the neutron signal had

2.6

•©•

2.5

2.4

i\ A
\ AI
V Iw/ If
505.5
TIME(ms)

505.6

505.5
TIME(ms)

505.6

-40

0.38
505.4

FIG. 14. Toroidal phase information for two neutron detectors
spaced 180° toroidally around PDX. Although the detectors are
similar, their amplification was different, which accounts for the
difference in signal levels.

552.55

552.65

552.75
TIME(ms)

552.85

FIG.13. Phase correlation of (a) the movement of the plasma
centre as determined by the central soft X-rays, and (b) neutron
fluctuations at the fishbone frequency. The neutron signal
peaks when the plasma centre has its maximum displacement
towards the neutron detector. The soft-X-ray measurement is
actually an up-down measurement. However, in this figure the
phase has been changed in order to represent the in (negative)
and out (positive) movement of the plasma in front of the
neutron detector.

870

an n = odd structure, consistent with the n = 1 structure
of the MHD mode.
Some poloidal phase information was obtained by
comparing the signal of two scintillators displaced poloidally by about 60° but at the same toroidal location.
The detector signals had a phase lag consistent with
motion in the ion diamagnetic direction, and the signals
could be simulated in phase and magnitude by an m = 1
rotating structure of the neutron-emitting toroidal line
source (Fig. 15). This poloidal information rules out
the possibility that the neutron fluctuation could be
caused by an outwardly propagating beacon of energetic ions [3] moving in phase with the n = 1, m = 1
internal mode. Potentially, the beacon of the Mode
Particle Pumping Theory could provide a neutron
enhancement, since it allows for an energetic ion
population to be in a location closer to the neutron
detectors. Moreover, many of these ions have higher
ion energies [8] and thus have larger fusion reactivities.

NUCLEAR FUSION, Vol.25, No.8 (1985)
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382.750

382.800

382.850
TIME(ms)

382.899

382.949

However, the nature of the beacon loss process is that
while it moves toroidally around the plasma with the
fishbone magnetic perturbations, it always transports
ions to the larger major radius side of the plasma and
thus does not have the m = 1 structure. It should be
emphasized that we are not ruling out the existence
of such a beacon but only that the beacon did not cause
the 20 kHz neutron fluctuation. The identification of
the neutron fluctuation as a plasma in-out motion and
the observed correlation of the magnitude of the neutron
drop with the neutron fluctuation amplitude can also
be interpreted as a correlation of the instantaneous
ion confinement time with the magnitude, A, of the
in-out motion (Fig. 16). Approximately
TB

«(A)-1.6 ±0.1

(13)

1.34

0.9
382.75

382.85
TIME(ms)

382.80

382.90

382.95

FIG.15. (a) Poloidal phase information from two neutron
detectors at the same toroidal location but displaced poloidally
by 54°.
(b) Calculated detector response to a decaying neutron signal
superimposed on an m = 1 displacement of the neutron-emitting
region of the plasma (rotating in the ion diamagnetic direction).
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FIG. 16. Relation between the energetic ion confinement time,
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was determined from the neutron fluctuation amplitude,
I /In (Fig. 12). The open points are the single-frequency fishbone
events and the solid points are double-frequency fishbones with
a large low-frequency perturbation.
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Mirnov signal for a high-frequency event.
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FIG.18. Time evolution of (a) the MHD oscillation frequency,
FH, (b) the MHD magnetic perturbation amplitude, Be/Be, and
(c) the energetic ion confinement time, r_, through the highfrequency event in Fig.17.

may not truly be related to the ~20 kHz fishbone events;
however, they also experience a loss of energetic ions.
Of themselves, these events were only a few per cent of
all fishbone events and they did not have large drops
in the neutron emission. However, quite often events
occur with both high and low frequencies. In order to
throw more light on the double-frequency events, we
first examine the single high-frequency event.
The largest of these high-frequency events (Fig. 17)
has many similarities with the 20 kHz fishbones. The
neutron emission drops as the magnetic oscillation
reaches its peak and the frequency slows down considerably (Fig. 18) as the energetic ions are lost (from 90 kHz
to 65 kHz in this case). The magnetic perturbation at
the Mirnov coil is much smaller ( « 10" 4 ), which
probably does not indicate that the higher-frequency
oscillations are smaller inside the plasma but only that
they attenuate more (owing to their higher m-number)
between the plasma edge and the Mirnov coil.
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Alternatively, the same observation of the correlation
of the magnitude of the neutron drop with the neutron
fluctuation amplitude can be interpreted as a correlation
with the ability of the energetic ions to redistribute
into the spatial structure of the MHD mode.
3.2.2. High-frequency event

i
455.0

Occasionally, events occur with a single frequency
which is usually higher than the normal fishbone
frequency by roughly a factor of five. These events
872
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FIG.19. Time evolution of (a) the neutron emission, I , and ,
(b) the Mirnov signal for a double-frequency fishbone.
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FIG.20. Time evolution of (a) the two frequencies;
(b) the lower-frequency magnetic perturbation amplitude;
(c) the higher-frequency magnetic perturbation amplitude;
(d) the experimental energetic ion confinement time, r D ;

(e) the empirical confinement time, T, .from the single-frequency
fishbones (Section 3.2.1); and (f) the empirical confinement time,
TH, from the high-frequency events (Section 3.2.2) through the
double-frequency fishbone in Fig. 19.
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As for the low-frequency events (Fig.6), the confinement time of the energetic beam ions also decays pronouncedly as the magnetic perturbation grows. A
correlation of r B with fTo/Bo (Fig. 18) is again observed.
The neutron counting statistics were too poor to see
if any oscillations at the 5% level occurred during these
events.

0.80

0.75

3.2.3. Double-frequency fishbones
Often, fishbone events have both « 2 0 kHz magnetic
oscillations and the 4 to 6 times higher frequency oscillation
[2, 9]. The higher frequency will often precede the
lower frequency (Fig. 19 is a common example).
Occasionally, however, the higher frequency will occur
as a burst in the middle of the 20 kHz fishbone, or the
20 kHz oscillation will occur as a burst in the middle
of an otherwise exclusively high-frequency event.
As occurs without the presence of the higher
frequency, the approximately 20 kHz 8^ /Bg oscillation
grows and decays nearly exponentially (Fig.20) while
its frequency slows down. The time evolution of the
energetic ion confinement time, T B , (Fig.20) has two
minima, corresponding to the sequential peaking of the
higher- and lower-frequency magnetic perturbations.
The experimental confinement time is approximately
a linear combination of the empirically scaled confinement times for the higher, r H ,and lower, T L , frequency
events

- _L *

0.3
472

T
473

474

475

474

475

TIME(ms)

(14)

-0.4

472

473
TIME(ms)

FIG.22. Time evolution of (a) the neutron emission, I ;
fb) the central soft X-rays; and (c) the Mirnov signal, foraPDX
sawtooth event of the type with large energetic ion losses.

l/r H +l/r L

FIG.21. Minimum energetic ion confinement time, TD, for
a

double-frequency fishbones as a linear combination of the sum
of the empirically deduced high- and low-frequency events, rH
and TL, using the measured magnetic perturbations at the time
of the minimum energetic ion confinement. The solid point
is the case without a low frequency (Fig.18), the open points'
are cases where the lower-frequency losses dominate, and the
A points are cases where the higher-frequency losses dominate.
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The peak energetic ion loss rate was examined for all
the available D° -»• D+ cases where the two frequencies
were present, and the loss rate was described by Eq. (14)
(Fig.21).
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10

8,/B,

10'

FIG.23. Energetic ion confinement time, TB, as a function of
the external magnetic perturbation amplitude BjBe for the
sawtooth events (e.g. Fig.22). The shaded region is the range of
the data for the single-frequency fishbones (Fig. 9).

These events differ from more usual sawtooth events
since the MHD frequency is higher ( « 8 kHz) and the
central n = 1, m = 1 MHD activity is coupled to the
plasma edge andean be seen on the Mirnov coils
(Fig.22). In sawtooth events involving only internal
redistribution of energetic ions without significant loss
to the walls, the neutron intensity drops by a small
amount (AI n /I n < 3%) on a time-scale of the crosssection-weighted slowing-down (r n « 3 - 5 ms) [4].
Larger drops on a faster time-scale can indicate losses
of energetic ions at the sawtooth as well as some
probable internal redistribution.
In fact, the particle loss for these events is severe
and occurs during a single MHD oscillation period
(Fig.22). Many of the sawtooth events (Fig.23) have
larger losses of energetic ions than single-frequency
fishbone events with the same measured values of

3.2.4. Sawtooth events
3.3. 0q dependence
A small number of sawtooth events occurred which
also involved a large reduction in neutron emission
(AI n /I n « 20—30%), indicating a loss of energetic ions.

For PDX limiter discharges [ 1 ], the marginal stability
condition for pressure-driven n = 1 internal kink modes

1
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<TB> <40
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FIG.24. Location of plasmas having various types of fishbone events in Bq space, (a) Single-frequency,
'classic' fishbone; (b) plasmas forming the <rfl> data base; (c) double-frequency events (open points are
dominated by the lower frequency and solid points are dominated by the higher frequency); and
(d) sawtooth events.
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FIG.27. Scaling of average energetic ion confinement time,
(TB), with the parameter B*/0q2, which is an integer value form
of the regression analysis using the data of Fig.25.

FIG.25. Scaling of average energetic ion confinement time, <r_>,
with $q. The PLT sawtooth region is indicative of the calculated
<r_> for sawtooth events which probably feature only an internal
energetic ion redistribution and not any energetic ion losses from
the plasma [4]. The point for PLT, a = 28 cm, indicates a possible
PLT fishbone event [12]; rs is a typical PDX slowing-down
duration, and T is the cross-section-weighted beam slowing-down
time for typical PDX conditions.
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Scaling of average energetic ion confinement time,
the data in Fig.25 when (a) q is varied but /3 is held
(0.8 < 0 < 1.2), and (b) 0 is varied but q is held
(2 <Lq < 2.5).

FIG.29. Ratio of the two frequencies, FH/F, in the doublefrequency fishbones as a function offiq. The open points have the
energetic ion losses dominated by the higher frequency, the solid
points have the energetic ion losses dominated by the lower
frequency. The line is the threshold condition quoted in Ref. [1],
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is given by curves of constant 0q ~ 0.021, while the
marginal stability condition for pressure-driven n = °°
internal kink modes (ballooning modes) is given by
/3q ~ 0.05; /3 is the toroidal beta and q is the Shafranov
value [ 1 ]. These lines of marginal stability give only an
indication of stability trends. Uncertainties in the actual
q(r) and j3(r) profiles make the lines uncertain and the
ballooning mode calculations are probably the more
uncertain of the two. We find (Fig.24(b)) that the
discharges with |3q values above the n = 1 marginal
stability curve do tend to have much larger average
energetic ion losses. There exists a correlation of the
average energetic ion confinement with /3q of the form
(Fig.25)
-2.46 ± 0.2

(15)

The dependence of <TB> on both 0 and q can be seen
when the other parameter is held constant (Fig.26).
For the present data, the scaling of <TB> with j3q is
equivalent to a scaling of <rB> <* ( B J , / P B ) 2 . Doing a
regression analysis (Fig.27) indicates that
B 3.1±

0.4^-1.1 ±0.2 q -2.5± 0.4

4. DISCUSSION
4.1. Classical neutron emission

(16)

At constant |3q (0.03 < |3q < 0.04), <rB> increases with B
(Fig. 28), indicating that higher toroidal field experiments can have significantly reduced fishbone losses.
(17)
Because of the particular data set available (since the
current and the toroidal field are coupled), the scaling
with toroidal field is equivalent to a scaling with
plasma current, with approximately <rB> « I°- 8 * °-2.
Improved energetic ion confinement is expected in
the Mode Particle Pumping Theory [3] for reduced
banana width or increased plasma current, 1^.
The amplitude of the fishbone event also depends on
0q (Fig.24(a) - where from Fig.9 T B and Bg/Bg are
related). For the single-frequency event (Section 3.2.1),
the minimum instantaneous energetic ion confinement
time r B tends to be smaller when the plasma j3q values
are above the threshold for marginal stability [ 1 ] of
the pressure-driven kink mode (Fig.24(a)). The highfrequency events (Section 3.2.2) and double-frequency
events (Section 3.2.3) occurred in plasmas with parameters that were not noticeably different (Fig.24 (c))
from those of plasmas in which the 20 kHz fishbone
events occurred. No noticeable pattern distinguished
the events where the higher frequency or the lower
frequency dominated (Fig.24(c)). As was the case for
NUCLEAR FUSION, Vol.25, No.8 (1985)

the single-frequency events, there was a tendency for
the most violent double-frequency events to occur
above the n = 1 marginal stability line. The sawtooth
events that involved losses of energetic ions (Section 3.2.4)
occurred near the n = 1 marginal stability curve
(Fig.24(d)). The ratios of the two frequencies in the
double-frequency events tended to increase with |3q
(Fig.29). This coupling of the two frequencies to )3q
plus the apparent coupling of the strength of the
individual fishbones to j3q (Fig.25) probably indicate
that the high- and low-frequency events have similar
physical origins. The interpretation of the higher
frequency as a higher n-mode would imply that the
higher n-mode tended to occur at higher )3q, while
pressure-driven modes have the progression from n = 3
to n = °°, occurring with lower 0q [ 1 ]. Also apparent
in Fig.29 is the tendency for the ^ 2 0 kHz losses to
dominate the events at the higher |3q values.

The dominant empirical scalings of the magnitude of
the neutron emission during D° -*• D+ injection correspond
to the scaling expected for classical behaviour of beam/
target fusion reactions (Section 3.1). Apparently, for these
PDX plasmas, the fishbone instability was not the
dominant effect on the magnitude of the neutron emission. As described in Ref. [ 1 ], calculations of the gross
energy confinement time indicate that fishbone losses
do affect power deposition in the thermal plasma when
the average energetic ion confinement time is reduced
to about the beam ion slowing-down duration
(TS ~ 15 — 50 ms for PDX conditions). These times
become comparable for j3q ^ 0.03, a condition often
achieved on PDX. The fishbone losses were not severe
enough to reduce the average neutron emission rate
seriously (i.e. by more than about 50%, or the measurement uncertainty), since this requires that the average
confinement time <rB> be less than the cross-sectionweighted beam slowing-down duration r n (Section 2.2),
and Tn(rn « r s /3) was generally less than <TB> (Fig.25).
4.2. Comparison with the 'Mode Particle Pumping'
Theory
White et al. [3] describe an energetic ion loss process
caused by magnetic field distortions of the types that
occur during the fishbone events. This 'Mode Particle
Pumping' Theory predicts a convective loss of energetic
877
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ions due to E X B drifts associated with the MHD mode.
According to this theory, the loss would be especially
severe when the MHD frequency happens to equal the
energetic ion precession frequency. The particles are
predicted to be lost on the large major radius side of the
plasma at one toroidal location which rotates around the
device in phase with the MHD mode.
The minimum confinement time for the energetic ions
can be written as
(20)

r ~ 2f

382.5

where f is the average minor radial velocity of the most
energetic ions given by Eq. (24) of Ref. [3]
R cos(6) m otnm co p J o (mflb)

383.0

383.5
3840
TlME(ms)

384.5

385.0

FIG.30. Time evolution of the theoretical minimum confinement time, Tmin, predicted by the Mode Particle Pumping Theory
(line) for the fishbone event in Fig.l (points).

(21)

r (1
m

:

where cos (5) ~ 1/4. is the phase between the mode and
the particle,

<

/A*'/

IO' Zrr

m— 3
1 - n q / m ^ 1/2

i

J o (m0 b ) =* 1 (0 b is bounce angle)
• =

r^ a
•

1 1 1 1 1

i

i

i

1 1 1 1 1

w = precession frequency
being typical parameters for the illustrative case of
Ref. [3], where the m = 3 mode (caused by the outshifted
n = 1, m = 1 central perturbation) is causing most of the
energetic ion loss. Thus

FIG.31. Comparison of the experimental energeticAon confinement time, Tg, with the minimum confinement time, Tmin,
predicted by the Mode Particle Pumping Theory.

(22)

H
and the constant of proportionality is obtained from Fig.4
of Ref. [3] which applies for a 0.5 ms MHD burst with
ITfl/Bfl of 1%, as measured at the Mirnov coils (also the
value used in our experimental comparisons, e.g.
Figs 6-8).
A comparison of the minimum loss time with the
experimental values, either through the fishbone of
Fig.l (Fig.30) or through the peak loss rates (Fig.31),
indicates good agreement. The principal dependence
tested by the correlation is T « B^/B^. The factor-oftwo-to-five displacement between theory and experiment is not significant since many simplifying
878

Mode Particle
Pumping Theory
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FIG.32. Percentage of beam ions lost for single-frequency
fishbone events, with (0.6% < Se/B0 < 1%), as a function of
the fishbone frequency normalized to the ion cyclotron
frequency [3]. The line is the prediction of the Mode Particle
Pumping Theory for So/Ba = 1% (as measured at the Mirnov coil).
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assumptions were made (above) in order to make the
comparison, and also the calibration uncertainty of the
Mirnov signal [7] alone could account for the difference.
Possibly of more significance is the comparison of
the peak loss rates with the off-resonance 'Mode
Particle Pumping' loss rates (Fig.4 of Ref. [3]). The
data in Fig.32 indicate that the resonant condition
might be broader than predicted in Ref. [3]. This is
possible, since Ref. [3] considers a monoenergetic
ion population with a fixed q(r) and a fixed cold
plasma 0(r) profile. It should also be pointed out that
we are taking the edge beam ion precession frequency
including the finite-0 correction, but not plasma rotation
effects.
Reference [3] infers that the frequency change.through
the fishbone could mean that the part of velocity space
which is lost is also changing, so that the resonant
condition sweeps through the beam ions, ejecting ions
of lower energy as the frequency slows down; this is
probably not correct. Since the neutron cross-section
changes roughly as I n « Wfi, a roughly cubic frequency
dependence would be seen in the scaling of I (equivalently
r B ) or AI n /I n ; however, no such dependence was seen
(for example, r B « F~ 0 - 2 4 * °-8). Moreover, from Fig.22,
a change in frequency is obtained even without a
measurable loss of energetic ions.
4.3. Empirical confinement model
The number of energetic ions lost from the plasma
during the fishbone (AI n /I n ) and the instantaneous
energetic ion confinement time, r B , are both correlated
with the neutron oscillation amplitude, 1^/In (Fig. 10)

(24)
2

f

D

4a
2
D
~
A
" D~ F

-^

-l

— «w

For the single-frequency fishbone events, the
agreement between this model and the experiment can
be made quite good over about two orders of magnitude in r B (Fig.33) by noting that a threshold of
Bfl/Bg > 10~3 was required for observable fishbone
losses (Fig.8). This threshold is equivalent to a
threshold of A = 1 cm (or about the energetic ion gyroradius). The step size then becomes (A-l cm),
yielding

T D

~(A-1)2F

Of course, the scaling of r B with r D arises entirely
from the two-orders-of-magnitude variation in BQ/BQ
in the data, and the factor-of-two variation of F
plays no role.
Physically, this empirical model suggests that the
energetic ions are being randomly transported in minor
radius over distances of about the scalelength of the MHD
perturbations, on a time-scale of about the MHD transit
frequency of the machine, independent of any resonance of the energetic ions with the MHD wave. Such
a thought process would then predict energetic ion
losses for MHD bursts for different injection angles, as
for the tangential injection onPLT[12].

(23)

The neutron fluctuation amplitude is approximately
linearly related to the magnitude of the in-out displacement, A, of the energetic ions by the internal n = 1,
m = 1 MHD mode (Fig. 12). Thus, r fi is approximately
(Fig. 16)
,-2

(13)

The form of Eq.( 13) suggests a modelling of the
energetic ion losses by a diffusive process, where the
diffusive step length is related to the MHD displacement of the energetic ions on axis, A, and the diffusion
occurs at the magnitude of the internal fishbone
frequency, F. Thus
NUCLEAR FUSION, Vol.25, No.8 (1985)

T n (s)

FIG.33. Energetic-ion confinement time, r_, compared with
the simple diffusive loss model time, rD. The solid points are
single-frequency events and the open circles are double-frequency
events.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
Quantitative measurements of the energetic ion
confinement time during fishbone events on PDX were
deduced from the beam/target neutron emission. The
principal results were as follows:
(a)

The average confinement time, <TB>, decreased

when j3q increased.
(b) The instantaneous confinement time, T B , was
inversely related to the MHD perturbation amplitude, Bfl/Bfl.
(c) The energetic ion losses during sawtooth events
and during high-frequency events are as large as
the losses during 20 kHz fishbone events.
(d) Many features of the energetic ion losses observed
here can be described by the Mode Particle Pumping Theory. The principal exception would seem
to be that the resonance condition might be broader
than described in the literature [3].
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